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ABSTRACT 

I am Back with the BIG Think of Time Travelling research and still it is impossible one the current Information 

Technology world. Even though we have Plenty of Super Computers, Nano Computers. Un Imaginable 

Satellites, Traveling to one earth to another earth in the space in a million core of miles away from our home 

planet. But Time travelling is different concept which is helped to travel the past and Future. In early days 

people didn’t believed about this even they are not at all able to understand about this mechanism. But those 

old days it self, Sir ISAC Newton strongly explained about this and he believe we can travel to past and future 

too.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this particular Article; I am going to talk about 

Traveling Through TIME as an application of Prof. 

Albert Einstein’s Theoretical statement i.e. 

“Traveling at Light Speed could nearly stop the 

TIME”. In this paper first I am going to Explain 

about the understanding about Time Travelling 

based on the Wikipedia information and current 

research approaches about this, and my point of 

proposed approach of Time Travelling. As per wiki 

information, Time travel is the concept of moving 

between different points in time in a manner 

analogous to moving between different points in 

space, generally using a theoretical invention 

known as a time machine. Time travel is a 

recognized concept in philosophy and fiction, but 

has a very limited support in theoretical physics, 

usually only in conjunction with quantum 

mechanics or Einstein–Rosen bridges. 

 science fiction novel written in 1895 called The 

Time Machine, by H. G. Wells, was instrumental in 

moving the concept of time travel to the forefront of 

the public imagination, but the earlier short story 

"The Clock That Went Backward", by Edward Page 

Mitchell, involves a clock that, by means 

unspecified, allows three men to travel backward in 

time.[1][2] Non-technological forms of time travel 

had appeared in a number of earlier stories such as 

Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol. Historically, 

the concept dates back to the early mythologies of 

Hinduism (such as the Mahabharata). More 

recently, with advancing technology and a greater 

scientific understanding of the universe, the 

plausibility of time travel has been explored in 

greater detail by science fiction writers, 

philosophers, and physicists. 

After nearly 50 years of research one of the most 

fascinating scientific breakthroughs in the history of 

human society is now being realized in government 

funded research labs around the world. These 

development efforts have been advancing several 

types of time control technologies and the results 

have reached a performance level that is positioning 

them to change our world and reality in ways 

difficult to comprehend. 
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What many people find surprising is that the 

technologies delivering the results today are not 

based upon the popular sciences portrayed in media 

and movies of traveling faster than the speed of 

light, near light speed, or through wormholes. They 

are instead based upon the lesser known techniques 

in space-time physics of generating fields of closed 

time like curves (CTCs) and superluminal 

propagation of information using quantum 

tunneling. In different ways these techniques allow 

the transmission of matter, information or living 

organisms backward and forward in time without 

the need to make matter move faster than the speed 

of light. 

These developments offer the potential for 

tremendous benefit to human society on this planet 

and also risk. To help manage these developments 

and opportunities wisely we all should understand 

some basics of time control technologies and 

methods, the basis of the most effective 

technologies, the potential benefits and risks of their 

use, and also the steps necessary to ensure the 

protection and benefit to human society on this 

planet. This article was prepared to provide such a 

summary 

II. EXISTING RESEARCH AND 

THOUGHTS 

Dr. David Lewis Anderson, director of the 

Anderson Institute, had emerged publicly in a two-

hour interview on December 23, 2009 to give an 

extensive account of his time control research for 

the U.S. Air Force, which he later continued at his 

Time Travel Research Institute and other 

organizations.   

Dr. Anderson’s public revelations regarding time 

travel follow disclosures made in August and 

November by Andrew D. Basiago in interviews 

concerning his experiences in time travel 

experiments undertaken by DARPA’s Project 

Pegasus in the early 1970s. 

A Sept. 15, 2009 report derived from the Web Bot 

predicted that a “planetary whistleblower” would 

emerge from the current period of U.S. financial 

collapse.  Clif High, the genius behind the Web Bot, 

determined that the individual was “very likely” Mr. 

Basiago, a lawyer from Washington State who is 

leading a truth campaign to establish that the U.S. 

defense community achieved teleportation in the 

late 1960s.   

The report also stated that Mr. Basiago’s crusade 

would spark a movement, as other whistle-blowers 

shared with the public previously secret 

information. 

In fulfillment of the scenario predicted by the Web 

Bot, both Mr. Basiago and Dr. Anderson are 

whistleblowers who have emerged during the latter 

months of 2009 to affirm secret time travel 

advancements by the U.S. government and private 

industry that may articulate a way out of the current 

depression via investment in a 21st century 

infrastructure that would include teleportation and 

other new energy applications. 

Dr. David L. Anderson 

The ALTA-Web-Bot report predicts planetary 

whistleblowers 

The Web Bot project uses software to “search the 

Internet for about 300,000 keywords with emotional 

context and record the preceding and following 

words to create a ‘snapshot.’  Through this, the 

technology is claimed to be able to examine the 

collective unconscious of the world as a whole.  The 

data collected by the Web Bot is then analyzed via 

Asymmetric Language Trend Analysis (or ALTA) 

to discern future trends. 

In the unusual terminology employed by ALTA, a 

September 15, 2009 report using data collected by 

the Web Bot stated: 
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“It is very likely that the ‘whistleblower’ who had 

been described in previous ALTA reports (see 

1309) as emerging out of the period of the 

[coagulation] of the [government/officialdom of the 

USofA due to financial structure collapse] is a 

person by the name of [Andrew D. Basiago].” 

In the ALTA report was published in September, 

Clif High, the administrator of the Web Bot, 

predicted that the truth campaign of American 

lawyer Andrew D. Basiago will raise Mr. Basiago’s 

public profile “to a very high level within the 

mainstream media and that such presence in the 

media will climb over the next 9/nine months to a 

planetary level.” 

He also stated that this person would make “a 

planetary impact of such magnitude that a second 

wave of other whistle-blowers of all kinds would be 

drawn into… public view.” 

III.  DR. DAVID L. ANDERSON AND TIME 

CONTROL RESEARCH 

Since the September report, those following the 

Web Bot project by reading the ALTA reports have 

speculated as to who the next whistleblower to 

follow Mr. Basiago might be.  One candidate is Dr. 

Anderson. 

According to the physicist, he was employed at a 

young age by the U.S. Air Force conducting 

advanced research and development at the Air 

Force Flight Test Center at Edwards Air Force Base 

in the Mojave Desert.   

During that time, he laid the foundations for what 

would be known as “time-warp field theory,” an 

approach that models and describes how to use the 

natural forces of inertial frame dragging to create 

contained and controllable fields of closed time-like 

curves. 

At his Time Travel Research Center in Long Island, 

Dr. Anderson further developed time-warp field 

theory, as well as a third generation time warp 

generator. 

Dr. Anderson sets out 10 types of time control 

technologies and methods, along with a feasibility 

analysis of each method.  Among these time control 

technologies are quantum tunneling, time-warp 

fields, and wormholes. 

Mr. Basiago made his public revelations about U.S. 

governmental involvement in time travel initially in 

an August 31st interview by Jessica Schab posted 

on YouTube and then again during a November 

11th interview on Coast to Coast AM with George 

Noory.  His revelations on Coast to Coast AM are 

summarized as follows. 

“Andrew D. Basiago discussed his experiences 

within a secret DARPA program “Project Pegasus” 

and what he claimed to be the true history of U.S. 

time travel research and teleportation technology… 

from the years 1969 to 1972. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

In this particular Article; I am going to talk about 

Traveling Through TIME as an application of Prof. 

Albert Einstein’s Theoretical statement i.e. 

“Traveling at Light Speed could nearly stop the 

TIME”. 

COSMOS is a Colorful, Deep and Multi-

Dimensional fabric which is a collection of Hidden 

Super-Masses [Like Black Holes] and Hidden 

Energies [Like Dark Energies]. 

COSMOS is ever-expanding with respect to the 

Human History of Knowledge about COSMOS and 

it is pushing the Stars, Planets and Galaxies apart 

from each other billions of miles away through 

Space-TIME. Though the human intelligence 

advanced and touched the COSMOS; there are still 

more Unexplained Mysteries in Cosmic Theories 

like Black-Holes, Dark Matter and Dark Energy etc. 
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Dark Energy is an unexplained Super-Massive 

Energy which is capable of pushing the Galaxies 

away from each other. Though Human senses can’t 

experience this Dark Matter & Dark Energy; their 

existence persists. 

COSMOS is ever-lasting Energy-Mass conversion 

platform and as a result; it converted the Energies 

into Super-Masses like Comets, Asteroids, Planets, 

Stars and Galaxies. 

Though these objects are moving away from each 

other; the Gravitational forces are still working 

through-out the COSMOS and directing these 

objects in a suspect-able directions and paths. We 

should Thank Edmond Halley and Sir Isaac Newton 

for proving these statements to be True. 

The Greatest Speed according to Human 

Consciousness is been called as Light Speed which 

is “299, 792, 458 m / s”. Achieving this speed is a 

Technological Nightmare to the Sci-Fi Scientists 

too. 

But my consciousness pushes me into the deep 

belief that “There could be some pathways built-in 

already in COSMOS through which we could 

achieve Light Speed” and our job is just to find 

those pathways. 

That’s pretty much theoretical back ground about 

COSMOS. Now let’s do a Travel back in Time to 

our High School Science. 

Sir Isaac Newton; well known for his great formula 

F = MA; where F = Force, M = Mass and A = 

Acceleration. 

In Other words; M = F/A --------------------------- 

Equation 1 

Prof. Albert Einstein; The Most Intelligent Physicist 

and the Creator of World’s most famous equation 

i.e. E = MC^2 where E = Energy, M = Mass and C 

= Light Speed. 

In Other words; C = Sqrt. Of [E/M] ------------------

--------- Equation 2 

Substitute M = F/A in Equation 2; i.e. “C = Sqrt Of 

([E*A/F]) “. 

Let us assume that we have built a Space-Ship 

which can be Super- Accelerated to Travel at 

Maximum Speeds. Still achieving Light Speed is 

impossible because the Gravitational Forces & 

Cosmic forces [F] will oppose the Space-Ship speed 

and reduce the Space-Ship acceleration as the Speed 

is indirectly proportional to External forces thinking 

that we are traveling in the opposite direction of 

Space Expansion. 

IV. CONCULUSION 

But I am not going to quit here. Let us assume that 

we are Traveling in the Same Direction as the Space 

is expanding; then the External Forces [F] will give 

an additional push to the Speed of our Imaginary 

Space-ship. These External Forces’ push is as 

massive as they could push the Galaxies a million 

miles away in minute time. So it is not a bad idea to 

utilize these forces and the Directional Pathway to 

build a Time Machine. 

Otherwise; we need Exponential Energy or 

Acceleration to achieve the Light Speed such that 

our Imaginary Space-Ship could become a TIME 

Machine. That’s All for Today. Have a Dream in 

Time Traveling. 
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